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Tatien Ndolimana Miheto's informations and comment on the 
movie “Hotel Rwanda” and Rusesabagina's claims 
 
 
I was thirty four (34) years old, during the Tutsi genocide in April 1994. 
 
I was the coordinator of a crisis committee which used to represent refugees, who were in 
"Hotel des Mille Collines" from April until May 29th 1994. 
 
On behalf of the refugees, we have sent a lot of messages over the world calling for help.  
 
I also have met at Hotel des Mille Collines, personalities like José Ayalla-Lasso on May 
11th 1994, he was the High Commissioner in charge of human rights at that period, and the 
French Bernard Kouchner on May 15th, among others. 
 
I have reached the hotel on  May 12th before Mr Rusesabagina, who arrived and started to 
work as an acting manager of the estate after May 15th  and later around April 28th 1994 
decided to bring his familly at the hotel, probably after he has been informed by killers 
like General Bizimingu and Bagosora, that the place would have never be attacked. 
 
How the genocide has affected me, how it has changed the way I think, feel and act 
 
What I know is that to survive a genocide is really a miracle; it is not possible to explain 
myself how affected I'am, I'm just conviced that I have survived for a certain mission. In 
my understanding, survivors are not allowed to live a normal life, I confirm that we must 
achieve a certain mission; each survivor would work and fight for himself and at least for 
four persons killed during the genocide against Tutsi. 
 
Eleven years later, I feel that survivors are not doing enough and as quick as possible to 
accomplish the mission for wich they have miraculously survived, a mission related to a 
special contribution to the building of a new Rwanda, where the "Never again" must 
became a reality.  
 
About the way Americans view Rusesabagina and the film Hotel Rwanda 
 
I sincerely regret and I'm disappointed by some Americans’ and Europeans’ attitude on 
that issue; I feel, I notice that their casualness on Rusesabagina’s false version and wrong 
message on Tutsi genocide and Rwanda history, is exactly like how USA and UN in 
general have neglected to analyse and understand Rwanda crisis before and during the 
genocide; today everybody regret USA and UN mismanagement of the Rwanda crisis but 
it is impossible to come back to life for all Tutsi killed in 1994 by their neighbours Hutu 
and their government.  
 
I don't understand why some people, like Hollywood heroes makers, don't approach Tutsi 
survivors for information and truth on genocide and prefer to use wrong messages from 
Hutu like Rusesabagina; I hope that soon or later, people over the world will know that 
Rusesabagina's claims are false and pure revisionism, not far from "genocidaires"' 
negationism. 
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Rusesabagina, a celebrity made by Hollywood film-makers, is today on his originally 
agenda (his political position on Rwanda society, before 1994 till today), which is not far 
from MDR Parmehutu ideology and MRND with their attempt to cover how they have 
planed Tutsi genocide long time before 1994. 
 
To convice Americans that he (Rusesabagina) is a heroe 
 
I think that Rusesabagina didn't conviced Americans that he is a heroe, it is just a matter 
of film-makers and their business plan, they probably decided to make money on Tutsi 
genocide as a new business opportunity; for that business, it was easy to create heroes like 
they use to do so. 
 
Why survivors of the hotel were never interviewed? 
 
Again a matter of the film maker's business plan, may be it was more profitable for the 
film producer to deal like that; moreover survivors were not interviewed especially due to 
Rusesabagina's plan to later use the film for a wrong and incomplete version on Tutsi 
genocide, which he planed to exploit for communicating on his ethnical ideology. 
 
Comment on statement from a hotel survivor who said that he was fearful to come 
forward with the truth on "Hotel des Mille Collines" case. 
 
Except those who are deeply traumatised as well as those who try to deal badly with 
genocide issues for their funny interests, all others survivors are ready to tell the whole 
truth on they own stories, on how they  survived; they are of course determined to prove 
how false are Rusesabagina's claims 
 
There is any child brought at "Hotel des Mille Collines" by Red Cross 
 
I repeat it, any child brought at "Hotel des Mille Collines" till I have succeeded to shift 
that place for RPF zone on May 29th 1994. 
 
Survivors were ready to allow the makers of the movie to use their names and stories 
 
I think that Paul Rusesabagina and his boss George Therry have decided to achieve their 
project without survivors, due to their business reasons, but I still conviced that 
Rusesabagina had also political reasons, he planed already to transmit wrong version on 
tutsi genocide because of his ethnical position on Rwanda. 
 
I don't know about  a certain project within Rwanda that Rusesabagina or his 
Foundation have contributed to, I think this is again a false claim from him. 
 
Till today, any survivor, especially among those who have survived in "Hotel des 
Mille Collines", has declared that he agree with Paul Rusesabagina's allegations; 
what we have are survivors who are astonished and furious about Paul Rusesabagina's 
wrong version on Tutsi genocide, many of them consider his message as negationism. 
 
 
To conclude my modeste contribution, I declare that apart from being a miracle, we have 
survided in "Hotel des Mille Collines" due to the following serious reasons  
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1. Hotel des Mille Collines, as well as some others places, has been 

declared UNAMIR (UN) protected place since April 7th 1994; in the 
way of to succeed this UN mission, I mean to protect refugees in that 
hotel, UNAMIR soldiers leded by colonel Moigny were deployed and 
lived with us in that hotel since April 7th until July 1994. 

 
2. After agreement with French government, Rwanda government and his 

army (both responsable of tutsi genocide), has decided to reserve (to 
protect) some Tutsi gathered in places like Hotel des Mille Collines; 
those Tutsi were supposed to be used by Rwanda government and 
French government at UN security council for obtaining a machiavelic 
and satanic resolution for military intervention in Rwanda, officially to 
protect Tutsi not yet killed, but practically to stop the RPF-Inkotanyi 
victory on Rwanda army (responsible of genocide). 

 
3. RPF-Inkotanyi had some persons in the zone he controlled, who wanted 

to join their families in rwanda army zone, that situation create  a logic 
of exchange hunted people from Hotel des Mille Collines and others 
place who wanted to go in RPR safe zone with those who wanted to 
shift from RPF zone to Government and the then Rwanda army zone. 

 

4. Hotel des Mille Collines owners based in Brussels used refugees in 
their hotel as a way of having their property (the hotel) to escape from 
looting; more important for the hotel owners, to assist and protect 
refugees in the hotel against bombing mean to protect "ipso facto" and 
first the hotel against bombing. 

 

5. Refugees overseas contacts, seeking for rescue, essentially before 
Rusesabagina started to work at Hotel des Mille Collines. 

 
 For more information, contact me by tatienmiheto@hotmail.com or 
  tatienmiheto@yahoo.fr 
 GSM: 0032 496 21 63 72 
 

 


